DITCH WITCH®

JT520 Jet Trac

®

PART

DIRECTIONAL BORING SYSTEM

OF A WHOLE NEW GENERATION OF PROFIT-MAKING TRENCHLESS TOOLS

• Designed to efficiently complete
multiple installations per day.
• Ideal for buried service wire and
small conduit up to 150 feet (46 m).
• Compact size for working in very
confined spaces.
• Allows for shallow product installations.
• Flat-style breakout system.
• Individual drill pipe weighs only 16 pounds
(7.25 kg) and is five feet (1.5 m) long.

JT520 Jet Trac System
Designed from the ground up to help boost your profits
for drill pipe, downhole
tools, drilling fluid, electronic tracking equipment,
training and support. This
gives you
the convenience of “onestop trenchless source.” No
other manufacturer
in the underground
construction industry can
make this claim.
Now take a closer look
at how the all-new JT520
combines compact size
with powerful performance.

Compact Size

The JT520 is the newest addition to the Ditch Witch
self-contained family of
directional boring systems,
which have been designed with
one overriding goal in mind: to
help you work more efficiently
for better bottom-line productivity. Each component of the JT520
was developed as part of a
comprehensive boring system, so
it’s optimized to work with the
system in ways that aftermarket
products can’t. You can count
on your local Ditch Witch dealer

The JT520 is a direct
result of customer requests
for a small footprint directional boring system with
excellent maneuverability.
This system can be transported with a 3/4 ton pickup
truck and the JT520 fits
through a 36-inch (91 cm)
yard gate, which makes it
a good choice for shallow-product installations in
urban and residential areas.

Power and
Speed

The JT520’s 28.5 gross
horsepower diesel engine
delivers high rotation speed
(up to 195 rpm) and torque
(up to 500 ft•lb). Maximum
thrust is 4500 pounds,
and with the matched bit,
beacon housing, and
compact Subsite SBRP

Beacon, boring speed is unmatched by larger units.
5000 pounds of maximum pullback and quick carriage
travel speed complete pullbacks in a flash. An onboard
drilling fluid pump delivers plenty of flow for most jobs,
and optional fluid mixing systems are available.
The exclusive Ditch Witch flat-style pipe wrench
system is fast, low maintenance, and easier on pipe
than competing systems. This compact directional
boring unit can pull two-inch (50 mm) or smaller
diameter conduit up to 150 feet (46 m) depending
on soil conditions.
The JT520 is the most productive compact unit
in its class, and is designed for completing multiple
installations per day.

Fast Efficient Setup

Rubber tracks and a single-auger anchoring system
have very low impact on lawns and will not adversely
affect sidewalks or asphalt. An integral ground drive
allows one person to load and unload the boring unit.
This unit requires only one anchor, completely
controlled from the operator’s station. The JT520 carries 150 feet (46 m) of five-foot (1.5 m)
Ditch Witch drill pipe in its integral pipe box.

Ease of Operation

A single-handle control operates both thrust/
pullback and rotation with variable speed for all functions. Operation of this unit requires only two crew

members: a tracking equipment operator and
a seated boring operator. The boring operator can
single-handedly manage the 16 pound (7.25 kg) drill
pipe. Directional control of the JT520 increases the
accuracy of your bore.

Proven Productivity

The JT520 has numerous high-reliability features
also seen in the larger Jet Trac units. These include
a single-lever thrust/pullback and rotation control,
flat-style breakout system, high horsepower for its
compact size, and a diesel engine. You can count on
this system to deliver top performance year after year.
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10. Hydraulically Powered SingleAuger Anchoring System

Powerful single-auger design decreases amount
of time needed to set up machine.

9. Convenient Hydraulic Controls

Smooth variable-speed hydraulic controls including a single joystick that controls both thrust/
pullback and rotation.
Consistent with all other units in the Ditch Witch
Jet Trac family.

8. Genuine Ditch Witch Drill Pipe
Carries 150 feet (46 m) of five-foot (1.5 m)
UFE drill pipe in its integral pipe box. Pipe
is designed, built and tested by Ditch Witch
engineers and manufacturing specialists for
maximum performance with the JT520. The
70 foot bend radius allows the operator to
make shallow installations without exceeding
pipe capabilities.
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7. Rubber Tracks

The JT520’s rubber tracks, make it easy on both concrete and turf. Rubber tracks provide traction, which
assists the JT520’s ground drive speed and turning
ability.

System

1. Compact Size

Requires a small set-up area. System can be transported
with a 3/4 ton pickup truck and unit fits through a 36-inch
(91 cm) yard gate. Good choice for working in urban and
residential areas.

2. Plenty of Power

28.5 gross horsepower (21.25 kW) diesel engine
delivers high rotation speed (up to 195 rpm) and
torque (up to 500 ft•lb). Fluid, thrust/pullback and
rotation can all be run simultaneously with plenty of
power for all functions. Capable of pulling two-inch
(50 mm) or smaller diameter conduit up to 150 feet
(46 m) depending on soil conditions, and is designed
to complete multiple installations per day.

3. Fast Setup

Adjustable drill frame set-up angle from 11-18
degrees meets varying jobsite requirements.

4. Foot-Controlled Pipe Lubricator

Convenient lubrication pedal helps operator maintain
condition of pipe joints and increases productivity.
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5. Onboard Drilling Fluid

Built-in drilling fluid pump provides drilling fluid for
all service drop installations.
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6. Heavy-Duty Design

Rugged construction for even the most
demanding short-range installations.

The systematic way to profit
from directional boring.
Get with the system
When you buy a Jet Trac system you’re
buying more than a reliable, quality-built
machine. You’re buying a comprehensive
boring system. We design and build
every Jet Trac system so it’s optimized
to work together in
ways that aftermarket prodDITCH WITCH PARTS & SERVICE
ucts can’t. No
The Underground Authority Worldwide.
other manufacturer in the underground construction
industry
can make this claim.
When you buy Ditch Witch, you’re buying
performance; the kind of performance that
can mean greater profits for you.


®

Drill pipe
Ditch Witch JT520 drill pipe balances
strength and flexibility to allow maximum performance of the boring unit. The UFE
drill pipe used with the JT520 weighs only 16
pounds (7.25 kg), and is easy for the operator to handle.
Our pipe features
a composite design
that utilizes the
best type of metal
for each part of the
pipe.



Downhole tools
Choose from a wide assortment
of downhole tools, including the
Beavertail and Compact Fluted
backreamers, and a variety of bits
including the Durabit, Barracuda
Bit, Sand Bit, and Steep Tapered
Bit. The JT520’s quick-attach
clevis allows you to pullback
conduit without removing the
beacon housing.
Ask your Ditch Witch dealer for a
copy of our latest downhole tools
catalog. In addition to the complete
set of tools you’ll find there, custom
tools can be designed and fabricated
at our factory with quick turnaround.

Boring fluid
Ditch Witch offers a variety of
boring fluid systems to meet your
jobsite needs.

Electronic tracking equipment
Our Subsite® brand tracking electronics
deliver state-of-the-art downhole tool steering
information. The Subsite model SBRP beacon
and 66TKRW tracker provide tracking data to
maximize boring productivity.
The optional 90D remote display can be
added to the JT520 to allow the boring unit
operator to see locator information.

Training and support
A big part of our commitment to deliver the
world’s ultimate directional boring systems is
our dedication to quality training, service and
support after the sale.
To maximize your equipment investment take
advantage of Ditch Witch trenchless training. Contact your local Ditch Witch dealership for information on training programs and courses. Your Ditch Witch
dealer is an important part of every
directional boring system we sell.
From parts delivered when you need
tr
them, to rapid repairs, excellent maing
a inin
tenance and expert advice on boring conditions and procedures, your dealer works
hard to keep you up and running day in and
day out over the long haul.
After all the ultimate equipment is nothing
without the ultimate in service and support.
With Ditch Witch, it’s all part of the system.
R

Windows® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

JT520
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

U.S.

METRIC

Flow rate .............................................................. 25 gpm .............................. 95 L/min
Relief setting ....................................................... 2500 psi ...............................172 bar

FLUID CAPACITIES

Fuel tank ............................................................... 10 gal ...................................... 38 L
Hydraulic reservoir ................................................. 8 gal ....................................... 30 L
Engine oil with filter ............................................... 4.2 qt ........................................ 4 L

DRILLING FLUID SYSTEM (ONBOARD)

Fluid pressure ...................................................... 500 psi ...............................34.5 bar
Flow rate (variable) ............................................. 0-5 gpm ....................... 0-18.9 L/min
Battery
SAE reserve capacity 81 min, SAE cold crank @ 0° F (-18° C) 525 amps
Operator < 86 dbA sound pressure per ISO 6394.
Operator < 101 dbA sound power per ISO 6393.

DIMENSIONS

U.S.

METRIC

Length .................................................................. 117 in .................................. 2.97 m
Height ...................................................................66.5 in .................................... 1.7 m
Width .................................................................................................................. 35.5 in
90 cm

Specifications are general and subject to change without notice. If exact measurements are
required, equipment should be weighed and measured. Due to selected options, delivered
equipment may not necessarily match that shown.

OPERATING

Weight with 150 ft (45.7 m) drill
pipe, anchoring system and anchor ..................... 2980 lb ............................... 1352 kg

UFE DRILL PIPE

Length ................................................................... 59 in ..................................... 1.5 m
Joint diameter .......................................................1.75 in ............................... 44.5 mm
Tubing diameter .....................................................1.1 in ................................... 28 mm
Min. bend radius .................................................... 70 ft .................................... 21.3 m
Weight ................................................................... 16 lb .................................. 7.25 kg

OPERATION

Spindle Speed ...................................................0-195 rpm ..........................0-195 rpm
Makeup torque ................................................... 500 ft•lb .............................. 678 N•m
Carriage speed ................................................... 142 fpm .......................... 43.3 m/min
Thrust .................................................................. 4500 lb ...................................20 kN
Pullback ............................................................... 5000 lb ................................22.2 kN
Bore diameter ........................................................2.5 in ..........................127-152 mm
Backream diameter (soil dependent) ....................4.0 in ................................. 102 mm
Ground drive speed
forward .............................................................0-1.53 mph ...................... 0-2.46 km/h
reverse ............................................................. 0-1.53 mph ..................... 0-2.46 km/h

ENGINE

Engine: ........................................Kubota D1105B-1
Fuel: ............................................diesel
Cooling medium: ......................... water
Number of cylinders: ................... 3
Displacement ..................................................... 68.6 cu in ................................ 1.12 L
Bore .....................................................................3.07 in .................................. 78 mm
Stroke ...................................................................3.09 in ............................... 78.4 mm
Flywheel power @ 3000 rpm (full load) ................ 25 hp .................................18.6 kW
Maximum governed speed (no load) ................. 3200 rpm ...........................3200 rpm

Call Before You Dig!

ACCREDITED BY
THE DUTCH COUNCIL
FOR CERTIFICATION
Reg. No 24

ISO-9001 CERTIFICATED FIRM
DET NORSKE VERITAS INDUSTRY B.V., THE NETHERLANDS

Quality System Certified

AUTHORIZED DEALER:





worldwide
e

The Charles Machine Works, Inc.

Ditch Witch® Worldwide Headquarters
Perry, OK 73077-0066 U.S.A. • (800) 654-6481 • (580) 336-4402
Fax: (580) 336-3458 • International Fax: (580) 336-0617
Internet: www.ditchwitch.com
E-mail: info@ditchwitch.com
F7013571
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